Weekly Market Flash
Earnings At a Crossroad
July 10, 2020
It’s earnings season again, and this one is likely to be a doozy. Companies reporting their results for the
second calendar quarter of 2020 will get to show us how they have held up during a three month period
that involved a dramatic lockdown, a furious scramble to reopen key economic sectors, and a realization
(late in the quarter) that the coronavirus pandemic, far from being over, was scaling up to new heights.
How is that all going to play out in the numbers? More importantly, what (if anything) are management
teams going to tell us about how they see the next twelve months evolving?
Flatlining
The truth about corporate earnings is that they were not growing very fast even before the pandemic hit.
The chart below shows the trend of both actual and forecasted earnings for the past five years, along with
the S&P 500 price trend. As you can see, actual earnings for the twelve trailing months (the crimsoncolored dotted line) stalled out in early 2019, even as stock prices continued to rally.

Source: MVF Research, FactSet

It seems like forever-ago, but the global economy was no bed of roses in 2019. Europe was flirting with
recession, China was resorting to old infrastructure tricks to prop up its published GDP numbers and the
UK was teetering on the edge of a hard Brexit. Here at home the Fed threw in the towel on trying to bring
interest rates closer to normal levels. The specter of a trade war hung over the world like the sword of
Damocles. A brief inversion in the 2-10 year range of the yield curve in early September had many fearing
an imminent recession.
Over the course of many analyst earnings calls, management teams expressed caution on prospects for
both top-line growth and profit margins. The message seemed to sink in. The analyst earnings forecasts
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(the green dotted line in the above chart) started to temper somewhat from their normally rosy
projections. Not that any of this mattered for stock prices, which continued to blithely sail upwards
through all manner of negative news.
Along Came Covid
The arrival of the pandemic in March accomplished something almost never seen in earnings-land: the
reversal of the usual gap between actual earnings and forecasts. That gap is the result of the theatrics
analysts and management teams play with each other: analysts predict the best of all worlds twelve
months from now (which is what the green line represents) and then slowly bring their estimates closer
to reality as the date approaches. Typically this results in a “positive surprise” when the actual earnings
number comes in slightly ahead of the final estimate. The stock price goes up, everyone is happy, rinse
and repeat.
But when the economy went into lockdown it became clear that for at least two quarters earnings would
be dismal. Analysts revised their forecasts sharply downward. You can see that in the chart where the
green dotted line resembles a double-black diamond ski slope.
But even while the forward estimates were cascading downward the twelve trailing months trend (the
crimson line) stayed right about where it was…until the first batch of reports came in for first quarter
earnings in late April and early May. By the time most of the Q1 results were in, forecasted earnings and
twelve trailing month earnings were just about equal to each other – a true rarity.
In the Long Run, Earnings Matter
This chart will start to look dramatically different as the second quarter season gets under way. For one
thing, that crimson line will start to go down dramatically. The current analyst consensus is for Q2 earnings
to decline by around 21 percent from where they were a year ago. The energy and consumer discretionary
sectors are expected to decline by tripled digits. Even the high-flying technology sector, where valuations
are already busting through the stratosphere and escaping gravity altogether, is predicted to decline by
around ten percent.
The big question is what comes next. You can already see that green forecast trend line ticking upwards,
suggesting that analysts are pricing in a rapid rebound in earnings fortunes at least by the fourth quarter,
if not sooner. But the US economic outlook is changing by the day, and not for the better. So far, investors
have resolutely pushed through every bit of evidence to the contrary in the expectation that earnings and
economic growth will soar to the heavens after the March-April lockdown. It is always possible to ignore
the hard numbers…for a while. But in the long run earnings matter. In the long run a stock price really is
nothing more than a single number representing expected future cash flows. Until that crimson line
representing actual earnings starts to trend upwards again, this market would seem to be well ahead of
its underlying value. At some point that will actually be important.
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or
product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by MV Capital Management, Inc.),
or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any
corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.
Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of
current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter
serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from MV Capital Management, Inc. To the extent
that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation,
he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. MV Capital Management, Inc. is neither a law
firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting
advice. A copy of the MV Capital Management, Inc.’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and
fees is available for review upon request.
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